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Winter Dreams

She ties the wind-bent weeds in a bun,
blows the chaff to its real home,
calls from her hand the names foxtail and fern,
and from the low field calls me nearer,
and from early snow gathers snow-on-the-mountain,
its green gone and the stems frozen.

She displays them dead before the mirror.
There, in her image, they outlast November
with its false spells and falling limbs.
From the taut sky the nighthawks scream.
Clouds unravel gray rim to red,
and the cold night blooms in the hollow reeds.

Now in the morning lace she dreams
while pouring milk or buttoning her shirt
of a baby’s rib, a breathing daughter.
In my dream she is offering a palm full of sun.
I kneel in that image at the pond, at the rim.
I catch her hand and drink the water.
Shovel through the crust of snow.
Bury the vegetable peelings deep:
I dream of showing my wife the beach;
she, testing the sand with a wintery toe.

We swim deep where the lake trout are
but no reeds. We come up only for air.